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Freshman class of 2012 taking shape

VISIT MIZZOU Admissions volunteer Zachary McGowan gives an information packet to high school senior Maddie Olmstead of
Palmyra, Mo., at a Black and Gold Day event Oct. 25 in Reynolds Alumni Center. It is one of several events the Office of
Admissions hosts for prospective students. McGowan, a sophomore journalism major at MU, is a member of Admissions’ United
Ambassador Student Recruitment Team. Olmstead has been accepted to Mizzou and plans to study psychology when she starts
classes next fall. Nicholas Benner photo

ONLY ONE MIZZOU

Recruiting efforts pay off

This fall marked the ninth consecutive year of recordbreaking enrollment (http://munews.missouri.edu/news-
releases/2011/1018-mu-undergraduate-enrollment-fastest-growing-in-aau/) at the University of Missouri, and the trend could
continue in fall 2012. As of Dec. 1, applications have increased by 2,227 over last year, bringing the total number of applicants to
15,724. Freshman deposits (those who have paid the $150 enrollment fee) are up 332 over last year for a total of 2,153. This
figure is down 233 from two years ago.

The Office of Undergraduate Admissions (http://admissions.missouri.edu) in the Division of Enrollment Management
(http://enrollment.missouri.edu/) is at the forefront of a 32 percent increase in undergraduate students since 2002. All schools and
colleges are reporting increases in applications. Staff work year-round to attract high school and junior college students to
Columbia and to inform them about MU through a variety of means.

“Outreach is critical,” said Barbara Rupp, director of admissions. “I don’t think we can assume that if we open the door, students
will just come in. We make many efforts to reach out to prospects and to guidance counselors. We work with them from 10th
grade on to help them to know about Mizzou.”

Rupp and her colleagues contact students and their parents throughout the year via direct mail and email. Once prospective
students become interested in attending MU, the Admissions office encourages them to visit the campus and meet with faculty
and academic advisers.
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To facilitate face-to-face communication with thousands of people across Missouri and around the United States, Admissions has
a 13-member team of recruiters (http://admissions.missouri.edu/contact/reps/index.php). Seven of these recruiters travel around
Missouri, while each of the remaining six is responsible for a larger geographic area centered around a major city. These regional
recruiters are located in Chicago (home to two recruiters), Dallas, Kansas City and St. Louis, plus a recruiter in Tulsa who spends
most of her time in Minneapolis and Denver.

“The recruiters’ main duties are to visit high schools, attend college fairs and planning workshops, and meet with students and
parents that visit Mizzou,” said Chuck May, senior associate director of admissions. “We have seen a major growth in interest
about Mizzou from out-of-state students and families.”

Students’ knowledge about MU varies by region.

“In states that border Missouri, students know more about us simply because of proximity,” said recruitment coordinator Dusty
Barker. “In Nebraska and also in the Memphis area, people know a lot about Mizzou because we’ve played against their teams in
big football and basketball games.”

May said that they have seen an increase in out-of-state visitors to campus. The Admissions Office hosted 33,000 visitors last
year, compared with 18,000 in 2002.

To meet increased demand for campus tours, the Office of Visitor Relations has added 15–20 student tour guides for a total of
55–60, said LeAnn Stroupe, director of visitor relations.

Admissions works closely with the MU Budget Office, the University Registrar, and the College of Arts and Science to project
enrollment figures. The office also coordinates with the Department of Residential Life to try to ensure sufficient housing for
incoming freshmen.

The Division of Enrollment Management reiterates that applications could be front-loaded this fall because more students appear
to be applying early to secure on-campus housing. The housing selection process favors early applicants. Early December is
also key to the admissions timeline because departmental scholarship applications are due Dec. 1.

Significant increases in out-of-state applications make it tough to predict the number of students who will actually show up next
fall because out-of-state applicants have a lower yield (probability of enrolling) than in-state applicants. However, the continued
decline of Missouri high school graduates makes recruiting out-of-state essential to maintaining enrollment goals.

MU also is expanding its recruiting globally. John Wilkerson joined Admissions as assistant director of international recruitment in
September. He was previously study abroad director for the MU School of Journalism and director of admissions for Columbia
College.

Rupp said MU is targeting countries with emerging middle classes, as well as nations where the government sponsors students.
These countries include Brazil, Turkey and others in the Middle East and Central and Southeast Asia.

“We’re starting to work on targeted advertising,” Rupp said. “Most of our communication with international students is through
email.”  

MU will now have greater opportunity to expand its recruitment within the U.S. with the Tigers set to join the Southeastern
Conference (http://www.secdigitalnetwork.com/SECSports/Home.aspx) in July 2012. Rupp said the closest metropolitan recruiting
grounds for MU are Memphis, Tenn., and Louisville, Ky. She added that the university will use Chicago as a model for its
recruitment efforts in Atlanta and other cities in the SEC footprint.

“Once you get beyond a 300-mile radius, it gets a little more difficult to convince students to come, unless they’re here for a
signature program,” Rupp said.

“From Chicago, initially, students came for journalism, but as they got to know Mizzou better they came for other programs as
well. That’s what we hope to see in these new markets beyond Missouri.”

— Ryan Schmitz
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Friendly competition generates university’s highest donation total in United
Way history

GIVING BACK

University meets goal of $690,000 for Heart of Missouri United Way

Clint Klipfel was determined to instigate a rivalry. During the week of University Hospital’s “Penny Wars,” the hospitality
coordinator loaded each jar onto a roaming cart and wheeled them around to each unit, asking for change to donate to the United
Way.

For the game, each unit was pitted against each other and asked to donate pennies to their own jar for positive points, and larger
monies to other floors’ jars for negative points. The unit with the most positive or least negative score was deemed the winner of
a goody basket sponsored by 7West.

“It took people a little bit to understand what was going on,” Klipfel said of the fundraiser’s inaugural year. “But once they did,
people really got into it.”

Klipfel said sister floors hit each other especially hard, and in the end the Penny Wars raised $256.76 to add to the $306.41 from
the hospital’s bake sale at the end of the week.

The money was handed over to the Heart of Missouri United Way (http://www.uwheartmo.org/) as a part of the university’s
annual campaign.

With the help of several departmental bake sales, chili cook-offs, events such as “dress down” week and a dunking booth,
Mizzou (http://www.missouri.edu) and UM System (http://www.umsystem.edu) employees in Columbia have now raised $690,000
— right on goal — topping last year’s amount by $10,000.

“I’m thrilled,” said Tim Rich, executive director and chief performance officer for Heart of Missouri United Way. “In every way,
shape and form, the university leads the community,”

Competitive cooking was a favorite fundraiser this year among Tiger donors. Last winter’s brutal weather found the staff of the
Division of University Affairs* in want of hot food and heartwarming camaraderie. The solution: a chili-for-charity cook-off.
Culinarily inclined staff members created palate-pleasing concoctions while colleagues paid to sample the dishes and vote for
their favorites. The lunch raised more than $200 for the Central Missouri Humane Society.

Inspired by the results, this year the staff took the same approach to Mizzou’s United Way campaign, upping the competition with
innovative ingredients — cashews, pumpkin, coffee — to the delight of chili cook-off organizer Jamie Scheppers.

“I’m a foodie; I liked tasting the chilies,” said Scheppers, operations and project manager for Web Communications. “It gives me
new ideas to try the next time I want to cook.”

The winner, senior information specialist Ryan Gavin, took the (paper) crown with a roasted chicken chili, securing a $300
donation for the charity of his choice, United Way partner agency Big Brothers Big Sisters of Central Missouri
(http://www.bbbs.org/centralmo).

Faculty and staff also inspired competition in the community by donating their handiwork to this year’s silent online auction — the
first one of its kind to be opened to non-employees. Alongside local business donations, MU employees created (many black and
gold) items such as quilts and birdhouses to sell to the highest bidder.

----· -----
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The highest-earning item of the week was a $500 textbook scholarship from University Bookstore for one semester, which went
for $450.  The auction generated $8,169 this year, up $2,246 from last year’s total.

Revenue from the auction counted toward the third annual MU/KU student challenge, in which the Tigers triumphed again, raising
$17,629 to the Jayhawks’ $10,869.

The Heart of Missouri United Way works with community nonprofit agencies and businesses to focus on four main areas of
philanthropy: education, income (financial stability), health and safety net (emergency needs). The umbrella organization partners
with 31 agencies — such as the Rainbow House, the Boys and Girls Club, Job Point and the Voluntary Action Center — 27 of
which are located in Columbia.

This year’s overall campaign goal is $3.45 million, “the highest goal we’ve ever had for a community-wide campaign,” Rich said.
Mizzou’s goal was $690,000, up $40,000 from 2010’s goal. Rich said he was inspired because, despite the university’s hiring and
wage freezes, employee contributions have consistently topped themselves from each previous year.

The reasons to give are compelling. According to the United Way:

• Nearly 40 percent of mid-Missouri public school children live in poverty.

• Nearly 200 mid-Missouri students drop out of school each year.

• Nearly 1,500 people are on the waiting list for public housing.

• More than 6,000 people have lost their jobs.

• More than 7,000 of our neighbors go hungry each night.

Though donations are essential, the campaign isn’t all about money. Organizers want to raise awareness about the needs of
fellow mid-Missourians, to encourage advocacy and participation, and to inspire volunteers (http://www.uwheartmo.org/volunteer-
opportunities).

“One thing that I really admire is that the university really does live united,” Rich said. “It works hard to engage the community
and help make it a better place to live.”

— Megan Cassidy, with reporting by Karen Pojmann, Mizzou Wire

* Mizzou Weekly is published by Publications and Alumni Communication, a department of University Affairs.
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New online calculator helps estimate cost of attendance

REAL COST OF COLLEGE

Household income, age, residency taken into consideration

Prospective MU students and their families can now estimate the cost of attending Mizzou in about five minutes. In mid-October,
the MU Student Financial Aid (http://financialaid.missouri.edu) office launched an online net price calculator
(http://financialaid.missouri.edu/cost-of-attendance/net-price-calculator.php) that takes into consideration individual variables such
as household income, number of siblings in college and in-state tuition eligibility. It uses median averages of similar students from
the previous year to figure the net cost of college for one year.

Nicholas Prewett, interim director of student financial aid, is quick to point out that these calculations are only a rough estimate of
the total amount of funding that is required for each individual student.

For instance, the site figures in the average amount of grant money for incoming freshmen, including both merit and need-based
aid. Prewett emphasized that because these are just averages, some students will receive more, and some will receive less.

“We have some people getting angry that they don’t receive as much as the average,” Prewett said. “Some people really like it,
but we’ve had mixed feedback.”

Mizzou’s implementation of a net price calculator was in response the 2008 Higher Education Opportunity Act, a federal
legislation that required institutions to provide transparent information on the affordability of college.

Mizzou’s particular brand of calculator is one of the most basic, Prewett said. The university used a template provided by the
Department of Education to create the site. Other colleges have built their own or have used third party designers, and some
include features such as the amount of money it would save to live at home or buy used books.

“We liked the simplicity of it,” Prewett said in reference to Mizzou’s approach. Departments of admissions, financial aid and the
university registrar, as well as an enrollment management group and provost’s staff all took part in the selection of which model to
use. The MU net price calculator takes about five minutes to complete, while others can take as long as 15 minutes.

“The Department of Education version was free, easy to understand, and we thought it best represented the way we wanted to
present our financial aid information at this point,” said Ann Korschgen, vice provost for enrollment management. She said after a
few months, the team will evaluate the calculator to ascertain that it is meeting the needs of prospective students.

“If there are any concerns,” she said, “we will reassess it at that point.”

— Megan Cassidy
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MU Department of Statistics secures $2.85 million grant

CENSUS DATA

Researchers will improve demographic data analysis

Statistics Professors Scott Holan and Christopher Wikle have received a $2.85 million grant to develop new research models that
will improve census demographic data analysis.

When Holan and Wikle opened the email notice for their award, they couldn’t resist celebrating. The award, after all, represents
the largest grant ever funded in the statistics department.

“We both saw those emails simultaneously, and we immediately converged in the hallway and gave high-fives,” Wikle said. “It
was pretty exciting.”

The grant, funded by a partnership between the U.S. Census Bureau (http://www.census.gov/) and the National Science
Foundation (http://www.nsf.gov/), focuses on the American Community Survey (http://www.census.gov/acs) (ACS), an ongoing
survey that replaces the constitutionally mandated decennial census long-form. MU is one of eight universities to receive NSF-
Census Research Network’s federal grants this year and will collaborate with The Ohio State University (http://www.osu.edu/).

In previous decennial censuses, long forms were sent out to collect demographic information on different regions. These forms,
Wikle said, were only collected on a decadal basis, whereas the ACS provides a continuous stream of up-to-date information
throughout the decade.

The team of statisticians will borrow methodology from spatio-temporal statistics, which looks at the relationship of data over
space, location and time. By comparing the data accumulated among contiguous counties, Wikle and Holan say they can
generate more accurate estimates of ACS demographic quantities.

“If there is some similarity between neighboring counties, which is common, especially in a rural environment, and if there’s
strong dependence between those measurements, it’s like getting more information,” Wikle said. “Instead of sampling as many
people in one county, you can sample what you can afford. Because they’re related to what happens nearby, and if you combine
[the data] in a clever way, you get more bang for your buck.”

The approach is called “borrowing strength” and will provide cost-effective means with better results.

According the U.S. Census Bureau’s website, ACS data determine the allocation of $400 billion in federal revenue. This money
incorporates many important government programs, including school lunch programs, No Child Left Behind and Small Area
Income and Poverty Estimates.

Wikle and Holan say the grant money will strengthen their department and give students invaluable paid-research opportunities.
In the project’s five-year span, Holan said two postdoctoral students, about four graduate students and up to a dozen
undergraduates will work on the project in a variety of positions.

The grant has generated buzz among the statistics majors, Holan said. Many have approached him after class to discuss the
research and are excited to apply for positions. Holan said he hopes the grant will build a stronger relationship among statistics
majors from the different degree levels.

“It’s a nice way to build a hierarchy,” Holan said. “We can have faculty mentoring the postdocs, graduates and the
undergraduates. The postdocs can mentor the graduates, and the graduates can mentor the undergraduates to foster a nice
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balance.”

Wikle, director of undergraduate studies for statistics, said the research provides rare opportunities for undergraduate statistics
majors.

“It’s unusual in statistics to have the opportunity to actually fund undergraduates in research,” Wikle said. “We specifically put it
into the grant because one of the goals is to train people to get involved in the federal statistics system.”

The statisticians will work during the next five years and report their findings to the NSF-Census Research Network.

— Trevor Eischen
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Tina Bloom receives Robert Wood Johnson Foundation grant

NURSE FACULTY SCHOLAR Tina Bloom, assistant professor of nursing, received a three-year $350,000 award from the Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation. Photo courtesy of the MU Sinclair School of Nursing

FACULTY HONORS

$350,000 Nurse Faculty Scholar award for pregnancy, violence study

Tina Bloom (http://nursing.missouri.edu/faculty/faculty-profiles/bloomt/index.php), an assistant professor in the MU Sinclair
School of Nursing (http://nursing.missouri.edu), has won a competitive grant from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
(http://www.rwjf.org/) to study an online intervention to protect pregnant women in rural communities from domestic violence.

Bloom is one of 12 nurse educators from around the country to receive the three-year $350,000 Nurse Faculty Scholar
(http://www.nursefacultyscholars.org/) award this year. It is given to junior faculty who show outstanding promise as future leaders
in academic nursing. The grant period began in September.

“The generous funding from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation will enable me to assess the feasibility of online,
individualized safety planning for abused pregnant women in rural communities,” Bloom said. “My ultimate goal is to improve

---------
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maternal and child health by helping pregnant women experience less violence, prevent and manage depression, navigate
abusive relationships and extend intervals between pregnancies.”

For her research project, Bloom will recruit 40 pregnant women in rural communities throughout Missouri who are in abusive or
unsafe relationships. Twice during pregnancy and twice after delivery, the women will be asked to access an online safety
planning resource, which includes a survey about their experiences with violence. Bloom will then interview the participants to
learn about their experiences with the online resource. This project will establish the feasibility and acceptability of the online
resource for rural pregnant women. It also will lay a foundation for a larger study that will assess whether online safety planning
improves the health of pregnant women and babies in rural communities who live in abusive or unsafe relationships.

Domestic violence during pregnancy poses significant health risks for mothers and babies. Abused pregnant women are at
greater risk of injury, sexually transmitted infections, vaginal bleeding, depression and death. Babies of abused women are more
likely to be born prematurely and to have low birth weights — two leading causes of infant mortality.

“Domestic violence during pregnancy is more common than placenta previa (an obstetric complication in which the placenta is
attached to the uterine wall), gestational diabetes, and high blood pressure during pregnancy, yet risks associated with domestic
violence are largely overlooked,” Bloom said. “I hope to change that.”

Bloom’s selection comes as the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation is embarking on a collaborative campaign to transform the
nursing profession to improve health and health care. 

Based on the recommendations from a groundbreaking Institute of Medicine (http://iom.edu/) nursing report released last year
— “The Future of Nursing: Leading Change, Advancing Health (http://www.iom.edu/Reports/2010/The-Future-of-Nursing-
Leading-Change-Advancing-Health.aspx)” — the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation is spearheading the Future of Nursing:
Campaign for Action (http://thefutureofnursing.org/). Its goal is to engage nurses and non-nurses in a nationwide effort to
overhaul the nursing profession. The campaign will work to implement solutions to the challenges facing the nursing profession
and to build upon nurse-based approaches to improving quality and transforming the way Americans receive health care.

Bloom’s mentors include Vickie Conn, Sinclair School of Nursing associate dean for research, and Kim Anderson, associate
professor of social work.

— Shoshana Herndon
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Mizzou Athletics launches multimedia website

MORE MIZZOU The Mizzou Network features bonus content for Tiger fans and welcomes academic content from faculty.

MIZZOU NETWORK

Subscription-based site will feature sports and university content for fans

Mizzou Athletics last Thursday launched the Mizzou Network (http://mizzounetwork.com), its new online platform for video
features, previews of upcoming games, archives of historical content and general information. The new venture expands on the
existing Mizzou All-Access package, a multimedia extension of the main athletics website (http://www.mutigers.com).

“Our goal is to showcase unique content from Mizzou,” said Andrew Grinch, associate athletic director for strategic
communications. “We’re hoping our fans will become accustomed to going straight to the Mizzou Network, as opposed to trying
to find Mizzou Athletics content from other sources. We want fans to know that they can hear interviews and play-by-play
broadcasts, and see video from our Olympic sports.”

Current All-Access subscribers will continue to receive uninterrupted service. Fans who are not already All-Access subscribers
can set up accounts for a monthly fee of $9.95 or an annual rate of $79.95. Select events, including some university content and
archived games, will be available for free, but most live events will require a paid subscription.

Grinch said he hopes to see subscriptions rise as a result of the athletic department’s increased commitment to providing more
video content, including features and profiles in addition to event recaps and interviews with student-athletes and coaches.

MizzouNetwork.com (http://mizzounetwork.com)’s launch comes at an opportune time for the athletic department, since fans
from the Southeastern Conference (http://www.secsports.com/) are looking to find out more about the Tigers before Mizzou
moves to the SEC in July 2012.

“This puts us in a category with athletic departments from the SEC and around the country that are very video-centric,” Grinch
said. “This makes us a leader as far as interacting with fans and providing them with video content. SEC fans will be more
impressed with our website now than they would’ve been a few months ago.”

Notable items currently on the site include a profile of former Tiger quarterback Chase Daniel, coverage of the Tigers’ NCAA
Volleyball Tournament games, a recap of the Mizzou Invitational swim meet and behind-the-scenes footage from the Mizzou
men’s basketball team’s trip to Joplin for the One State, One Spirit Classic against Missouri Southern State University.
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Featured historical content (http://www.mutigers.com/allaccess/?channel_id=551) includes the football team’s 1961 Orange
Bowl victory (http://www.mutigers.com/allaccess/?media=286365) and 2007 win over Kansas
(http://www.mutigers.com/allaccess/?media=286363).

Grinch said fan feedback about the historical content has been positive since archived games were not previously available. He
said that the video and audio will come from Mizzou’s in-house operations whenever possible instead of simply re-posting
network or cable television broadcasts. 

A tour of the College of Arts and Science (http://www.mutigers.com/allaccess/?media=286377) highlights the university content
section. Grinch said he hopes fans who visit the Mizzou Network for athletic content will learn more about the university’s
academic and research endeavors as well. 

“It goes back to the idea that athletics is the front porch for the university,” Grinch said. “Some of the content on there had already
been produced by the various colleges. What we would like to see moving forward is more regular content, but that’s going to
take some time. We aren’t positioned right now to send crews to record academic lectures or other events all over campus, so
we’ll have to figure out logistics, but we’re open to faculty coming to us with information about their events.“

Grinch said faculty looking to supply the Mizzou Network with academic content should contact Stan Silvey
(mailto:silveys@missouri.edu), the network’s director of strategic communications.

— Ryan Schmitz
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Gwynn Hall on deck for renovation

SUSTAINABLE

Construction expected to begin fall 2012

The growing tendency at today’s American colleges and universities, including Mizzou, is to overhaul existing space instead of
construct new buildings from the ground up.

“We want to improve the academic performance of our facilities and believe the best way to do this on a limited budget is to
renovate one building completely, improving the function of the building for the departments housed there as well as providing
much-needed high-tech, centrally scheduled classrooms,” said Gary Ward, associate vice chancellor of facilities.

At MU, more than 30 core academic buildings are in need of renovation. Work on two of those buildings, Tate and Switzler halls
(http://http://mizzoumag.missouri.edu/2011-Fall/columns/Tate-Switzler/index.php) on the Red Campus was finished this year, thanks
to $19 million in bond revenue approved by the UM Board of Curators in June 2009.

On the White Campus, renovation plans are under way for Gwynn Hall, built in 1920 and current home to the College of Human
Environmental Sciences (http://hes.missouri.edu/).

Treanor Architects was hired in October and is scheduled to submit design documents Dec. 22. The project has been registered
for Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED (http://www.usgbc.org/LEED/)), an internationally recognized green
building certification system.

Like Tate and Switzler, Gwynn Hall’s facelift will provide an ultramodern facility within a historic building. This project goes a step
further, however. It allows for future reconfiguration through the use of demountable and reusable partition walls.

“We want to make this space usable for 2013 but also realize needs may change a few years from now,” said Mike Stornello,
project manager of Gwynn Hall’s renovation.

“There will be hard walls in sections of the building, but interior walls within these sections will be demountable partitions, similar
to office furniture that can be dismantled and moved with minimal conventional construction activity, time and waste when the
space needs to be reconfigured or repurposed,” said Stornello, the first LEED-accredited project manager in Campus Facilities’
planning, design and construction area.

Gwynn Hall will be completely refurbished for a little more than $11 million. This includes gutting and revamping the 37,100-
square-foot building, including faculty offices and three centrally scheduled classrooms.

Stephen Jorgensen, dean of human environmental sciences, said the college is contributing more than $1 million toward
specialized laboratory and metabolic kitchen needs. The remaining cost will be paid with maintenance and repair funds.

“The metabolic kitchen (http://mizzoumag.missouri.edu/2011-Winter/features/thought-for-food/munching.php) is a research facility
in which we can scientifically control the content of foods served to subjects participating in research projects that might relate to
obesity prevention, diabetes prevention or metabolic syndrome, including high cholesterol and high blood pressure,” Jorgensen
said.

“It will have a small dining room that contains observation equipment and a meal preparation area so that we know exactly the
nutritional content of the meals in terms of calories, fats, carbohydrates or proteins.

Jorgensen said the remainder of HES’ funding will go toward:

·----------
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• Creating high-tech laboratories for basic nutritional sciences and nutritional biochemistry research;

• Providing a climate-controlled environment for the college’s historic costume collection;

• Expanding the human subjects laboratory for basic nutrition and exercise research;

• Enhancing the Kellwood Apparel Production Laboratory, which already houses state-of-the-art equipment such as a textile
printer, a plotter, fabric cutters, a body scanner and industrial-level sewing machines;

 • Providing furnishings for these spaces.

During the renovation, which Jorgensen estimates will take 15 months, the college will be scattered throughout campus. The
main administrative offices will be housed in McReynolds Hall.

Campus Facilities (http://www.cf.missouri.edu/) plans to award a construction contract in September 2012, and construction will
begin shortly thereafter.
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Environmental Health and Safety names director

COMPREHENSIVE VIEW New director of environmental health and safety Maureen Kotlas was recently recognized by the
American Society of Safety Engineers as one of “100 Women Making a Difference in Safety.” Nicholas Benner photo

SETTING GOALS

Maureen Kotlas joins Mizzou from Harvard

Helping to ensure the safety of the university community by managing risks, advocating safe work practices, providing quality
educational programs and ensuring compliance with university policies and regulatory standards are among the goals Maureen
Kotlas has for MU’s Department of Environmental Health and Safety (http://ehs.missouri.edu/) (EHS).

Kotlas took over as director of EHS Aug. 1 after former director Peter Ashbrook retired.

She came to Mizzou from Harvard University, where she was director of environmental health and safety. She previously served
in similar roles at Stony Brook University–New York and at the University of Maryland–College Park.

“My history has been at public research universities, which is why Mizzou was a good choice for me,” she said.

One of the aspects about MU that interested her was the diverse research programs
(http://www.missouri.edu/impact/research.php) — medicine, law and veterinary medicine — on one campus.

“I worked at other universities that had parts of those programs, but when I arrived here, it was interesting to see that this is more
comprehensive in the types of research than had been my previous experience,” said Kotlas, who recently was chosen by the
American Society of Safety Engineers (http://www.asse.org/) as one of the “100 Women Making a Difference in Safety.”

As director, Kotlas heads an all-inclusive environmental health and safety program to support the missions of the university. The
department has about 40 professional, technical and administrative staff members who provide such services as laboratory
safety, environmental management, training, and collaborations and partnerships with researchers and others to ensure they
work in the safest environment possible.

---------- -- ----
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“My role is to set strategic direction for the department and to be a resource for our professional and technical folks to help them
with the complex issues they have to deal with or problem-solve.”

Much of what EHS does falls under various federal and state regulations, which requires constant monitoring. “This is a large
university, so trying to make sure it meets all those regulatory requirements and trying to ensure a safe and healthful environment
in accordance with those regulations is probably the most challenging part of what we do,” Kotlas said.

Kotlas said she was like a sponge her first few months on campus, gathering information, meeting people and understanding
how the university works. Now she is looking closely at the department’s short- and long-range goals, and what strategies can be
put into place to achieve them.

“One big focus for us is in the area of research safety,” she said. “Laboratory safety is so important for managing the risk aspects
of what the university does in research, and we are working to improve on what we offer and the consultations we provide in our
laboratory safety program.”

Kotlas said EHS is one of the departments that links many parts of the university together. “We virtually touch every area of the
university in some way, and our roles are to consult with, provide services to and partner with the campus community to ensure a
healthful and safe environment for faculty, staff, students and visitors to the campus, so the entire campus community has the
right place to live, work and study.”
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Another rough winter?

WEATHER WATCH

Strong La Niña may make this winter a ‘blockfest’

Light snow Tuesday caught many Columbia commuters off-guard. But it may be just the beginning.

Tony Lupo (http://cafnrnews.com/tag/tony-lupo/), chair and professor of atmospheric science in the School of Natural Resources,
said the same La Niña jet stream and atmospheric blocking patterns that brought heavy snows and below normal temperatures
to the central states last winter will probably remain in place for the winter of 2011–12.

Lupo also expects the following:

• The eastern and southeastern U.S. to experience a colder and snowier than normal winter;

• Texas and the southern plains, which had a devastating summer drought, to have a milder but dry winter;

• The Great Lakes states to probably have an average cold and snowy winter;

• The northern states to have a colder and snowier winter;

• The Pacific Northwest to have a typically cool winter with slightly above average snowfall; and

• The western states to recover from last year’s colder and wetter season to a more average one.

Read the complete story (http://cafnrnews.com/2011/11/another-bad-winter/) on the MU College of Agriculture, Food and Natural
Resources website.
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President appoints MU Chancellor to Board for International Food and
Agricultural Development

WORLD VIEW MU Chancellor Brady J. Deaton, chair of the Board for International Food and Agricultural Development, sees
hunger from a global perspective. Rob Hill photo

FUEL OF CIVILIZATION

Brady J. Deaton works toward lifelong goal of feeding the hungry

Hunger is a thread running through Chancellor Brady J. Deaton (http://chancellor.missouri.edu/about/index.php)’s life. He grew
up in a poor area of eastern Kentucky where he saw neighbors struggle to feed their families. As a young faculty member in
Knoxville, Tenn., he carried food to people in need. And as a volunteer in South America, he said, “I met families that had had
seven children but only one was still alive, and that child had a protruding stomach, totally malnourished. It’s a heartrending thing
to witness. I know that I saw many children who are not alive today, children who starved.”

Read the rest of this story (http://mizzoumag.missouri.edu/2012-Winter/features/the-fuel-of-civilization/index.php) by Dale Smith
on MIZZOU magazine's website. 
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The Weekly Staff Meeting: Linda Cook

 Work place: Office of the Provost in Jesse Hall

Title: Project Specialist

Years at MU: 44 years (25 years with MU Extension, Office of the Provost since 1992)

Hometown: Farmington, Mo., in St. Francois County

Favorite food: Homemade carrot cake

Favorite movie: “Somewhere in Time” with Christopher Reeves and Jane Seymour

Favorite music: Yanni (new age or  contemporary instrumental)

Family: One daughter, Tracy, who is married to Tony Keel. They have 2- and 3- year-old boys and Tony’s two daughters who are
15 and 16. I also have three stepsons who live in Columbia and a 14-year-old granddaughter. 
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Undergraduate/graduate education: I attended college for two years at Southeast Missouri State University and then came to
MU to finish my BS in education. I have some graduate hours and received certification to teach vocational education classes.

 

 

What is your favorite part about working at Mizzou? 
Opportunities to continue learning and all of the interesting and dedicated faculty, staff, administrators and students I have met
over the past 44 years. There are so many great things to do in a college town.

If you weren’t doing this for a living, what would your dream job be? 
I always wanted to teach business education classes or work in an office in order to use the skills that I learned. Fortunately, I
have done both and received a great deal of satisfaction from both. Bottom line — I think this is my dream job. However, I do
have to add that being a wife and mom were/are great jobs but being a grandmother (“nana”) pretty much trumps everything!

What are your current job duties? 
Staff the Campus Promotion and Tenure Advisory Committee, serve as liaison with schools/colleges, and provide training on
promotion and tenure procedures; coordinate administrative searches; coordinate dean evaluations; coordinate campus
committee appointments; prepare endowed chair and professorship reports; staff Tenure Probationary Extension Committee,
prepare reports, and coordinate tenure probationary extension requests; assist with Faculty Irresponsibility, Research
Responsibility and some grievance cases.

Why are you passionate about your job?
I like helping people and trying to find ways to make practices/policies more understandable and easier to respond to when
reports are due.

What do you consider the most rewarding aspects of your job? 
The people I work with in the office and around the campus—there are so many positive, talented and dedicated people at MU.
Great things happen on this campus!

What is most challenging? 
The volume of work and keeping current on regulations in order to be able to answer questions accurately.

How do you meet these challenges? 
Plan ahead as much as possible, utilize backup assistance in the office, work at home on some projects.

Is there a single achievement you’ve been recognized for as an employee at mu or related to your outside activities? 
I really enjoyed my term on the Staff Advisory Council and considered it an honor to serve as chair of the council for two years. It
was wonderful when we received thanks from staff members for helping with an issue. I only wish we could have done more.

How do you spend your time away from the university?  
Interacting with family and friends, participating in church events, spoiling my grandkids, walking, listening to music, reading.

What others say about Linda: 
“Linda Cook is one of MU’s true ‘unsung heroes.’ She keeps MU’s tenure and promotion process on track, ensures that searches
for deans and other administrators are successfully completed, and makes things happen within Jesse Hall.

"Linda treats everyone with respect, responds to all requests promptly and with a smile, and is the consummate problem-solver.
No one works harder or is more loyal to MU, and Linda epitomizes MU at its best.” — R. Lawrence Dessem, dean and professor
of law
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Configure your voicemail by Dec. 18

The Division of IT is upgrading its voicemail system. Phase 1 was completed last month for approximately 1,500 faculty and staff
already using Polycom VoIP (Voice over IP) phones. Phase 2 will be completed Dec. 18 for the remainder of users,
approximately 7,000 voicemail accounts for MU campus, MU Health System and UM System employees. Women’s and
Children’s Hospital users are not included in this upgrade.

All voicemail users must follow these simple steps to set up new accounts.

1) Dial 882-9494 from your university phone. (First-time set up must be completed from your university phone.)

2) At the prompt, create a PIN for your account. The numeric passcode must be between eight and 20 digits long. You will use
this PIN to retrieve future messages.

3) At the prompt, record your name.

4) At the next prompt, record your greeting or choose to use a system-generated greeting.

5) Press * to exit voicemail.

6) Optional: Set up message retrieval options (http://doit.missouri.edu/telecom/voicemail/setup.html) to have voicemail
messages forwarded to your email account.

If users do not set up their new voicemail accounts before the transition, callers will no longer hear a personal greeting, and
custom message delivery options — such as forwarding voicemail to email — will not occur.

The new voicemail system is designed to work with the new VoIP phone system being rolled out over the next few years, said
Nathan Eatherton, DOIT associate director for customer service support. Standard voicemail services remain at $2.50 per month.
The popular voicemail-to-email delivery option is included as a standard feature in the new system, so departments will no longer
pay extra for that service.

Learn more about the voicemail system, including how to set up voicemail services
(http://doit.missouri.edu/telecom/voicemail/setup.html), frequently asked questions
(http://doit.missouri.edu/telecom/voicemail/faq.html) and how to retrieve your voicemail messages
(http://doit.missouri.edu/telecom/voicemail/access.html) at the Division of IT website (http://doit.missouri.edu).

With questions or problems, call the IT Help Desk at 882-5000.
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Author, actor to receive honorary degrees

In addition to awarding degrees to 1,969 December graduates, the University of Missouri will present honorary degrees to actor
Robert Loggia (http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0005162/) and author William Trogdon, better known in the literary community as
William Least Heat-Moon (http://www.amazon.com/William-Least-Heat-Moon/e/B000AP5EBK), during the fall 2011 Honors
Commencement Ceremony (http://munews.missouri.edu/news-releases/2011/1206-1969-graduates-to-receive-degrees-during-
mu%E2%80%99s-fall-commencement-ceremonies/) at 8:30 a.m. Saturday, Dec. 17, in Jesse Auditorium.

Loggia, who graduated from the MU School of Journalism in 1951, is known today for his success as a supporting actor in more
than 100 films. He has been nominated for numerous Emmy Awards and an Academy Award for “Best Supporting Actor” for his
role in Jagged Edge.

In addition to the big screen, Loggia has been featured in several television shows, including Magnum, P.I.; The Sopranos;
Touched by an Angel and Malcolm in the Middle, for which he received an Emmy nomination.

Trogdon, a world-renowned travel author, released his first book in 1982, Blue Highways (http://www.amazon.com/Blue-
Highways-Journey-into-America/dp/0316353299/). It spent 34 weeks at the top of The New York Times best-seller list. His literary
success also extends to historical writing. He wrote PrairyErth (A Deep Map): An Epic History of the Tallgrass Prairie
Country (http://www.amazon.com/PrairyErth-Deep-Map-History-Tallgrass/dp/039592569X/) in 1991. In 2002, he released Columbus
in the Americas (http://www.amazon.com/Columbus-Americas-Turning-Points-History/dp/0471211893).

Trogdon has received four degrees from MU: bachelor’s, master’s and doctorate degrees in English, and a bachelor’s degree in
photojournalism.

Honorary degrees are awarded to graduates or former students and to people who have rendered distinctive services to the state
or university, as well as people of high distinction from around the world.
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Study links depression, breast cancer

New research shows that certain factors, including marital status, having children in the home, income level and age, affect the
likelihood of depression in breast cancer survivors.

Ann Bettencourt, professor of psychological sciences, found evidence that single women and women with children in the home
were more likely to be depressed during the year following treatment.

“Many women receive strong support following their initial diagnoses of and treatment for cancer, but then the social support can
wane,” Bettencourt said.

The research also links depression levels with income and age. Women with different incomes tend to have similarly elevated
levels of depression during treatment, but symptoms decrease among women with higher incomes in the year following
treatment. Younger breast cancer survivors experience more depression during treatment than older patients, but report levels
similar to those of older women after treatment is complete.

In a separate study, Bettencourt linked higher rates of depression with less favorable attitudes toward and perceptions of
treatment regimens. “Depression can interfere with patients’ willingness to adhere to medication regimens,” Bettencourt said.
“Deviating from the prescribed course of treatment may complicate patient outcomes and threaten prognosis.”
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